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This paper will first discuss a number of changes that the Biblical image ofMoscs among Chinese 
intellectuals underwent between the 1920s and 1930s. Then it will demonstrate that in the 1930s 
Moses was regarded mainly as an ideal leader. Chinese intellectuals were also interested in the 
God of Moses in the 1930s and a discussion of this is included with an explanation regarding 
Moses’ role as a religious leader. Finally, Moses’ relevance to nationalism in the 1930s and 
I940s is addressed. Through the discussion of Moses’ changing image, the paper attempts to 
display how the Old Testament became a continuous and important source of inspiration to 
modern Chinese intellectuals in their fight for China’s revival and national rebuilding.
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From the 1920s and for the next twenty and more years, a common and 
constant agenda for Chinese intellectuals was how to construct their nation as 
an ideal society under the leadership of ideal men. To do this, they resorted to 
different sources of inspiration, among which the OT was an important one. 
This paper attempts to demonstrate that they found Moses in the Book of 
Exodus particularly inspiring. A basic assumption is that the image of Moses in 
the Chinese intellectuals’ inteipretations was in most cases receptor culture and 
reader oriented, and the interpretations were adjusted to the urgent concerns of 
the interpreters. By the same token, modifications were also possibly made to 
accord with modern Western ideas, which became prevalent in China during 
this period.

After World War I, in the prevalent disappointment with Westem 
civilization and revival of traditional Chinese culture, many Chinese 
intellectuals viewed Moses less favourably in comparison with Confucius (551-
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479 BCE).1 Liang Qichao ^ i w ®  (1873-1929) “the foremost intellectual leader 
of the first two decades of twentieth-century China,” 2 who had written 
admiringly about M oses before World W ar I in the framework of Darwinist 
nationalism now regarded him as merely one "who had his personal appeal only 
among his disciples and followers." In contrast, the appeal of Confucius was felt 
"among all the Chinese." In L iang’s geographical interpretation, the important 
reason was that as a religious founder in a "remote" place like Judea, Moses 
lived in a world of "naive humanity and decadent learning." Even if he could 
remain pure and noblc, he "was like spring water in a mountain flowing beneath 
the fallen leaves and he could never see the scene of greatness." In L iang’s 
cultural nationalism after W orld W ar I, a hero like Moses, whose impact was 
limited, was inferior to Confucius who was a prophet of eternal importance to 
his people.4

Probably in 1928, the literary giant Lu Xun -¾'-¾ (1881-1936) expressed 
his sympathy for a less favourable image of Moses by translating the novelette 
“Zai shamo shang j£^býj*í_h” (In the desert),5 which contains the gruesome 
vision of primeval violence raging among the Israelites on their journey from 
Egypt to the Promised Land.1’ Although neither Lev Lunz ( 1901 — 1924) the

1 This is discussed in greater detail in chapter five of my Men and Ideas o f  the Old 
Testament in M odem  Chinese Thought, Ph.D dissertation, the Hebrew  University of 
Jerusalem, 2009.
" BOORM AN, Howard L. ed., Biographical Dictionary o fR epub lican  China, Vol. II, p. 
346.
' For the quotations, see Liang Qichao, “Kongzi jV L ” (Confucius), first published in 
1920, In Yinbing shi heji-zhuanji tk frK f(ftM i-  i f i k  (Collected works and essays of the 
ice drinker's studio-works), Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1936, ce 10, ju a n  36, 65 and 6 8 - 
69. For Liang’s earlier and favourable interpretations o f M oses, see chapter two o f my 
dissertation. For a study on the impact o f Geographical Determ ination on Liang Qichao, 
see Ishikawa Yoshihiro, Lori W att, tr., “Liang Qichao, the Field o f Geography in Meji 
Japan, and Geographical D eterm inism ,” in Joshua A. Fogel, ed., The Role o fJ a p a n  in 
Liang Q ichao’s Introduction o fM odern  Western Civilization to China, pp. 156-4 76.

For a clear explanation on the difference between hero and prophet, see Joseph R. 
Levenson, Liang C h ’i-ch 'ao and the M ind o fM odern  China, p. 120.
5 LUNZ, LEV ( f f e i ) ,  LU, XUN, tr., “Zai shamo shang,” In Lu Xun, Luxun quanji &1M  
4 ^  (Complete works of Lu Xun), Vol. 19, pp. 39M 9. The Chinese translation was 
made from Yonekawa M asao’s Japanese version of the story in 1927 or 1928 and first 
published in January 1929. See Yonekawa's Japanese in lMonong luxiya xiaoshuo j i  W  
fijzk'df 'ILy6ijlSH(Collection ofR ussian  novelettes), 1925, editor unknown.
6 GAM SA, M. The Chinese Translation o fR ussion  Literature: Three Studies, note 203 
in page 180.
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author nor Lu Xun the translator intended to disparage the OT, the novelette 
suggests negative images of God, Moses, Aaron, and the Levites. Like other 
members of the Serapionsbriider, a major literary group established in Russia in 
1921, Lunz was not attached to any political party and denied all political 
ideologies, though he had sympathy with the toiling masses.7 According to Lu 
Xun’s quotation of Yonekawa Masao ifUl| iL/ic (1891-1962), Lunz wrote the 
tale in 1921, trying to inteipret the revolution in Russia while rewriting the OT 
story.8 According to some major Western scholars of Lu Xun like Leo Ou-fan 
Lee and Patrick Hanan, Lu Xun was inclined toward such symbolism or 
symbolic realism, especially in the early phase of his career. Douwe Fokkema 
has also argued that Lu Xun was interested in works of fantasy in this period.9

In the light of the symbolic interpretation of the tale, the march toward 
Canaan full of suffering and immorality symbolizes the revolutionary struggle 
for a utopian society. The golden sunshine, a symbol of the revolutionary ideal, 
made daytime even more terrifying than night because it killed the human soul. 
The so-called righteous God, who stood above the Israelites and indicates 
revolutionary dictatorship, was also the God of slaughter. Between God and the 
masses of Israel were the sky and Moses. The blue but terrifying sky reflects the 
society established by the Russian Revolution. Moses, on whom the IIoIy Spirit 
rclied, instructed the masses and symbolizes the teacher of the revolution. The 
frightened Israelites, guilty or innocent, all repented and pleaded for absolution. 
W henever the suffering and desperate Israelites expressed their suspicion and 
reluctance to proceed, Moses pronounced a judgement. He would step onto a 
high aItar and communicate with God in a foreign language, inexplicable, and 
terrifying, which the author considered as the preaching of revolutionary 
doctrines. Aaron, who stood nearby not as M oses’ brother but as the IIead 
Priest, would ask the Levites, who were his relatives, to kill whoever expressed 
dissent. Aaron and the Levites stand for the lackeys of revolutionary 
dictatorship, while the Levites’ sword represents the state apparatus. After the 
bloody suppression of dissent, the Israelites were forced to continue on their 
endless course with their private property confiscated.

7 LU, XUN preface to S h u q in J g J ^ (The harp), written on Septem ber 9, 1932. In Luxun 
quanji, Vol. 19, pp. 7 -11.
8 See Lu X un’s postscript to Shuqin  written on September 10, 1932, In Luxun quanji, 
Vol. 19. pp. 243-245.
9 LEE, LEO OU-FAN “Tradition and M odernity in the W ritings o fL u  Xun,” In L. Lee, 
ed., Lu Xun and His Legacy , p. 9; and Patrick Hanan, “The Technique o f Lu X un's 
F iction,” H arvard Journal o fA sia tic  Studies 34 (1974), p. 61. Douwe Fokkema, “Lu 
Xun: the Im pact o f Russian Literature,” In M erle Goldman, ed., M odern Chinese 
Literature in the M ay Fourth E ra , p. 94.
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Lu Xun was already uncertain about the revolutionary m ovem ent’s outcome 
in his student days in Japan and utterly desperate with the 1911 revolution.10 
Dismayed by warlord politics, Lu Xun observed cynically in 1925, “I feel that 
before the revolution, I was a slave, but shortly after the revolution, I have been 
cheated by slaves and become their slave.” 11 During the high tide of the 
Nationalist “revolution” in 1926 and 1927, as most biographers have pointed 
out, Lu Xun was shocked by Chiang Kai-shek’s $fdVT? (1887-1975) massacre 
of Communists in Canton on April 15, 1927, following his coup in Shanghai a 
few days later. The random arrest of the innocent shattered the hope Lu Xun 
might have entertained for the “revolutionary men” of the Guomindang 0 1¾¾. 
The very meanings of revolution were most confusing to Lu Xun and the 
impression on him was negative: the reality of revolution itself was rather a 
world of total chaos and confusion.12 In this period until 1929, Lu X un’s ideas 
were not fully crystallized and he had not committed him self to a proletarian or 
M arxist point of view .1'

In 1932 when Lu Xun wrote the “preface” and “postscript” to the book that 
contains “Zai shamo shang,” he was already a Communist sympathizer and his 
view o fL u n z’s work should accordingly have changed. The inclusion of the tale 
in the selected works proved, as Leo Ou-fan Lee pointed out, that the 
“Russianness” of Soviet literature continued to fascinate him, as he tried to keep 
pace with the collective suffering of a whole people and social transformation 
of a nation of the proletariat. The traits revealed in the tale such as ten o r and 
despair were in Lu X un’s eyes spiritual hallmarks of the Russian people.14 The 
aim of Lu Xun was to establish a mirror for the Chinese people and for 
literature.

Al approximately the same time, Sun Yat-sen # $ i j l l |  (1866-1925), the 
pioneer and leader of democratic revolution in modern China, also considered

10 LIN, YÜ-SUENG “The M orality o f Mind and Immorality o f Politics: Reflections on 
Lu Xun, the Intellectual,” In LEE, L. ed., Lu Xun and His Legacy, p. 108.
11 LU, XUN “Uuran xiangdao ?ä, M ÍB f*J ” (Sudden thoughts), IIuagai j i  -P im .ik  
(Unlucky star), Liixun qiianji, Vol. 3, p. 16.
12LU, XUN “Xiao zagan zháVíS” (M ini-thoughts), com posed on Septem ber 24, 1927, 
Eryi j i  W t j i k  (And that is that), Luxitn qiianji, Vol. 3, p. 532 and Leo Ou-fan Lee, 
Voicesfrom  the Iron House: A Study o fL u  Xun, pp. 138—139.
l i Lee, Voices fro m  the Iron House, 110-129; Irma Peters, “Die Ansichten Lu Hsün 
über das Verhältnis von Literatur und Revolution in der Zeit von 1927-1930,” 
International Congress o fO rien ta lists  5 (1960), pp. 149—157; and Huang S ungk’ang, 
Lu Hsiin and the New Culture M ovement o fM odern  China, pp. 120-122.
14 Lee, L. Voices fro m  the Iron House, p. 168.
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the contribution of M oses limited, though he himself was often com pared to 
China’s M oses by his contemporaries. As Sun viewed it, although M oses had 
led the Israelites in the exodus, he failed to make them a truly independent 
nation before they reached Canaan. The Chinese people were subjected to 
autocracy of the M anchus for hundreds of years and Iived in abject misery as 
did the Israelites in Egypt. Now the Chinese cast off the yoke of the Manchus 
just as the Israelites were liberated by Moses. However, like the Israelites, they 
still needed a Joshua to end their state of disunity.15 All these ideas were made 
in the last years of Sun’s life. Sun was not completely satisfied with the reality 
after the 1911 Revolution, which overthrew the rule of the M anchus; however, 
he felt unable to do as much as he would have liked, especially as far as his 
ideal of the Three Principles of the People (_ iK r 'H > 0 , namely Nationalism, 
Democracy and the People’s Livelihood, were concerned. Sun at this moment 
could do nothing but place his hopes on a successor from the young.

Even Chinese Christian intellectuals at the time discussed the limitations of 
Moses from a non-theological perspective. 16 According to the Chinese 
translation of George Barton by the foremost Old Testament (henceforth the OT) 
scholar Li Rongfang ^ ¾ ¾ ' (1887-1965), M oses was the leader of a group of 
barbarians, who damaged whomever they conquered. They were saboteurs of 
culture; therefore, M oses’ religion was naive and underdeveloped. Even 
M oses’ achievement in the exodus was called in question in this translated book 
because in its words not all the Israelites were in Egypt at M oses’ time, Moses 
led only part of the Israelites out of Egypt.1'

However, despite his ambiguous image and limitations, M oses could still be 
inspiring and there existed simultaneously favourable comments about Moses, 
which anticipate the urgent need for a powerful leader in China after the chaotic 
years of the 1920s and the growing interest in Moses in the 1930s as a great 
leader of his people. Although sounding self contradictory to his statement that 
M oses’ personal appeal was only felt among his disciples and followers, Liang

15SUN, YA T-SEN “M ian zhongguo jidujiao qingnian shu M 'l ’ f f l S i f S W ^ T 'B ” (A 
letter to encouragc Chinese Christian youth), first published in 1924, In Giiofu quanji fB  
A G i ^  (Com plete works by Sun Yat-sen), Vol. 4b, pp. 1448-1449.
16 For an exam ple o f theological discussion on M oses’ limitation, see Frank C. Porter ( 
f'.'i iV i0 j) , Taijian A f n j  (Jian Youwen fn J X 3 < 0 , tr., “Lishide yesu yu baoluo de zhengci 
I J j  ' f . ffj41>fT —J (¾ 'fs ffj ilF:St:’’ (The historical Jesus and testim ony o f Paul), Shengming  
2 ^ w (L ife ) ,  Vol. 5, No. 2 (1924), pp. 17—18. Such discussions were usually based on 
traditional ideas of Christian theology.
17BARTON, G. (K /R f lf ) ,  LI, RONGFANG, tr., Yiselie de zongjiao t t t i f i J M X i t  
(The religion o fIsrae l) , pp. 3 o f the preface by Li, 10, and 29—30. See the original work 
In George Barton, The Religion o f  Israel.
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Qichao claimed that the attributes of such a hero as M oses penetrated the entire 
society and changed its form and content so that the character of the public 
could take shape.18

As a response to the renewed interest in traditional Chinese culture in the 
1920s, Moses was considered even by some Christian intellectuals as a 
Confucian style sagc. Chinese tradition values highly the learning of a sage. 
According to Zhao Zongfu M ^sfiu ,19 God sent Moses to enlighten the Israelites 
just as Tian X  (Heaven) had sent Confucius to the Chinese. Since modern 
learning referred to W estem Learning or New Learning, particularly the natural 
and social sciences, Zhao emphasized accordingly that, to prepare M oses, God 
made Moses spend forty years in Pharaoh’s palace to be educated in such 
subjects as astronomy, mathematics, and politics. In addition to sound learning, 
perfection in behaviour and morality is an equally important attribute of a sage, 
according to traditional Chinese thought. Since perfection cannot be achieved 
without suffering, a person charged with important tasks by Heaven must be 
tried and be physically tempered. For that reason, Zhao explained further, as an 
impatient and short tempered person, Moses was not well accepted by his 
people when appointed by God as their leader. Therefore, M oses had to spend 
another forty years as a shepherd in the wilderness, where he led a hard life in 
tough circumstances. After those preparations, Zhao no longer mentioned 
M oses’ shortcomings, implying that Moses had become a perfect man like a 
Confucian sage. Such a sage was surely a brilliant political as well as religious 
leader who would bring order out of chaos. For this reason, political and 
religious affairs were united without conflict in M oses’ time.20

Liu Tingfang M Tky'j (1891-1947), a Christian and professor at Yenching 
University, admired Moses so much that he compared his hero to Sun Yat-sen. 
Sun had a strong faith in God and considered himself a messenger sent by God 
to fight against the devil similar to Moses on Mount Horeb. Sun established the

18 LIANG, Q ICIIA O  “Zhongguo lishi yanjiufa T M tó jW JF ^Q Í< ’’ (M ethod for research 
of Chinese history), first published in 1922, Yinbing shi heji—zhuanji, ce 16, juan 73, 
pp. 113-121.
19 In this paper, if bio-data are not provided at the first appearance of an individual, it 
means they are unknown.
20See Zhao’s portrait o f M oses in Zhao Zongfu, liJiuyue de lijie I H ^ d f f j f L m ” 
(Etiquette in the OT, continued), Shenxue zhi jtp'rSli (Theological quarterly), Vol. 7, 
No. 2 (June 1921), pp. 24-27. Yuan D ing’an Í G L £ ,  a Christian evangelist, in the 
1930s argued the opposite. Moses was inspired by Jethro and established the Tent of 
Congregation, which was the beginning of theocracy. In the theocracy o f Judaism, 
religion and politics were separated, which was seen in the role o f the priests. Yuan 
D ing’an, Youtaijiao gailun ffiM &iMi&{Introduction to Judaism ), pp. 30-31.
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Republic of China and liberated the Chinese from the shackles of the Manchus 
Iike Moses who led the Israelites out of Egypt. Sun devoted forty years to 
revolutionary work similar to Moses who spent forty years guiding the Israelites 
in the exodus. Sun did not achieve his goal of a better republic, just as Moses 
failed to enter Canaan. Sun died with the vision of “a Canaan-like Republic of 
China flowing with milk and honey” in the future just as Moses saw Canaan in 
the distance and died. Even Sun’s will on his deathbed is similar to M oses’ last 
words on Mount Nebo. To conclude the article, Liu Tingfang attached two 
poems, one by him self and the other by his wife Wu Zhuosheng M 4 G k , also a 
Christian, to lament Sun’s death. Both poems compared Sun’s life to that of 
M oses.21

To explain such positive images of Moses, Christian intellectuals, 
especially those in the 1930s who encountered less hostility to Christianity in 
China, naturally resorted to M oses’ idea of God. In fact, the interest in the OT 
idea of God in the 30s was considerable.22 The relationship between God and 
Moses was recognized and discussed, especially by Christian intellectuals. 
What the interpreters cared about was M oses’ God as a religious phenomenon 
but also as crucially instrumental to M oses’ leadership. Eventually, their 
interpretation of M oses' idea of God helps explain M oses’ role as a religious 
and cultural leader in their eyes.

According to Liu Tingfang, the history of a religion is an evolutionary 
process of replacing an old idea of God with a new one and the best example to 
show the struggle between an old idea of God and a new one is the motif of 
Mount Sinai. M oses ascended the mountain to obtain a new idea of God. 
Aaron, without a real teacher’s insight, instructed the masses with the old idea. 
W hen Moses returned from the mountain, a conflict between the two ideas 
ensued. At first, the old had the upper hand and the two tablets were destroyed. 
But the final victory, as usual, belonged to the new idea and thc revised Ten 
Commandments were successfully transmitted through history.23 Moses with 
his idea of God represented the new and the new idea was the progressive force 
in the evolution of history.

To Yuan D ing’an, it was most important that Moses introduced G od’s name 
of “Jehovah” and its meaning (Ex. 3:14) to the Israelites because this 
distinguished God from the gods of others at the transition period from the 
Zoomorphic Age to the Anthropomorphic Age. The English “I am that I am ”

21 LIU, TIN G FAN G  “Zhonghua jidutu yu sunzhongshan 1I 1 - C  -¾ L f  t T '  -1J J T  1I 1 l i l  ”  
(Chinese Christians and Sun Yat-sen), Shengm ing , Vol. 5, No. 6 (1925), pp. 90—94.
"" For detailed dem onstration, see chapter four of my doctoral dissertation.
23LIU, TINGFANG “Shende xingxiang # f f j J ^ g T  (The image o f God), Zijing M m  
(Am ethyst), Vol. 4, No. 2 (April 1933), pp. 176-178.
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used by Yuan was probably from the King James Version, while the Chinese 
used by him was " jo Y  ÍI ÍÍ/R  f í  f í ” (I am that I was from time immemorial 
and that I shall be eternally) from the Union Version since both versions were 
dominant at the time. Different from living beings and not subject to the law of 
nature, the God of Moses was transcendental. Therefore, M oses’ idea of God 
was indeed innovative in contrast to the worship of natural objects or 
phenomena and was a great leap forward. Besides, the God of M oses was holy 
and pure. The impact of G od’s holiness and purity on the Israelites’ ethical life 
is considerable, as well as on the making of laws, rites, and systems; otherwise 
the Israelites should acquire bad habits from heathens.24 According to classical 
Jewish commentaries, nevertheless, the repetition of “I am ,” which should be 
translated literally from the Hebrew ehyeh as “I shall be,” signified G od’s 
assurance to M oses at the time of suffering.25

M oses' idea of God was progressive as well as innovative also because 
Moses related the religious faith in God to the political responsibility for his 
people. The bush on fire was explained by Liu Tingfang and Yang Yinliu fá tH  
jXiJ, who was a Christian musicologist, as M oses’ imagination when he saw the 
senna in bloom. The sight reminded Moses not only of G od’s glory but also of 
his responsibility for his people in slavery and danger. God in IIis glory would 
not tolerate the fact that the Israelites led such an inhuman life because the 
world created by God was originally perfect. To worship God is to fight against 
any damage to that perfection. Therefore, the lesson of the bush on fire is that 
seeing God is facing His challenges and engaging in service for the oppressed 
people. Inspired by Moses, Liu and Yang exclaimed, "how can we live in ease 
and comfort while our [Chinese) compatriots are still groaning bitterly?!"26

Li Rongfang regarded Moses as the most important figure in the history of 
Israel because of his idea of God, which made him the national leader of the 
Israelites and the “ inspiring man” ( A l /j< A ) of their faith in Jehovah. The 
problem that had always bothered Moses during his years in M idian was that he 
loved his people and was eager to find a solution for their suffering, but he was

24 YUAN, D. Yoiitaijiao gailiin, pp. 21—22. Li Rongfang introduced a sim ilar idea that 
the religion o f the Israelites took shape when Jehovah revealed His nam e to Moses in 
Exodus 3:14—15. Fleming James (£3$rflfö), Li Rongfang, tr., Jiuyue renwu zhi IB ^ J Á  
'$JjJs (Personalities o f th e  OT), pp. 5 and 7.
25 See the com m entaries by Rashi, Nachmanides, Sforno, and Rashbam in A. Cohen, ed., 
The Soncino C hum ash-The Five Books o fM o se s  with Haphtaroth: Hebrew Text and  
English Translation with an Exposition Based on the Classical Jewish Commentaries, p. 
332.
26LIU, TINGFANG and YANG, YINLIU “Huoyan zhong de jingji 'X f ä T t f H f W  
(The bush on fire), Zijing, Vol. 6, No. 2 (June 1934), pp. 239-256.
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neither powerful nor resourceful enough to achieve that. At last on Mount 
Horeb, M oses found the answer and realized that God was his comrade in the 
protest against the power of oppression. The core of M oses’ religion was that 
Jehovah was the God of the Israelites and the Israelites were G od’s chosen 
people. M oses’ God had mercy on his people and was ever-victorious over the 
enemies of the Israelites, His chosen people. The First Commandment (Ex. 
20:3) laid the foundation of the intimate relationship and the covenant between 
Jehovah and Israel.27 Li apparently based him self on George Barton. But a 
careful comparison of L i’s translation and Barton’s original reveals that Li did 
not always follow Barton. For example, Barton emphasized the covenantal 
relationship of God with Israel as a result of God’s jealousy (Ex. 34:14), 
whereas Li highlighted that God was chosen as the only god of Israel.28

According to Li Rongfang’s translation of Barton, thc unique covenantal 
relationship between God and Israel was established at a crucial moment in the 
nation’s destiny. Unlike the ties of kinship between Semitic deities and their 
worshippers, which were thought to be insoluble and from which it was difficult 
to develop ethics, the covenantal relationship, which could be readily undone, 
enabled the later Israelite prophets to advocate an ethical and moral covenant 
with Jehovah, thus distinguishing their religion from others in the world.29 Li 
introduced uncritically Barton’s view and failed to point out the speculative 
nature of the hypothesis. The vital question about the growth of the ethical 
element was inconclusive and did not allow for such a positive conclusion.30

In short, behind the attribution of M oses’ role to the idea of God are 
diversified interpretations of M oses’ image. M oses’ killing the Egyptian who 
beat an Israelite might be a display of either inexperience or patriotic passion or 
soaring aspirations of the young M oses.31 Similarly, M oses could be portrayed 
by modern Chinese intellectuals as playing any possible kind of role, being a 
philosopher, educator, cultural founder, political leader, intermediary between

27 LI, RONGFANG “M oxi de zongjiao /*TlU(1¾¾¾" (The religion o f M oscs), Zlienli yu  
shengming A M - - j fk i i f r { Truth and life), Vol. 8, No. 8 (January 1935), pp. 4 41^ t44 .
28 BARTON, G. “Chapter IV: Moses and the Covenant with Y ahwch,” The Religion o f  
Israel, pp. 56—73.
21 BARTON, G -  LI, R. tr., Yiselie de zongjiao, pp. 35—36.
10 ANON “Book notices,” Harvard Theological Review, Vol. 53, No. 6 (1919), p. 653.
' 1 See ZHAO, LIUTANG M $ M i “Moxi zhi mengzhao /*£^¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ " (M oses’ being 
called), Shengjing bao ff; ff .  fU  (The Bible newspaper), No. 178 (1936), p. 2; Liu and 
Yang, “H uoyan zhong de jing ji,” p. 241; and Li Rongfang, “Zongjiao shenghuo de 
fazhan > jiS ife ft5 frJ& M " (The development of religious life), Zijing, Vol. 7, No. 2 
(December 1934),p. 171.
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God and the masses, sage, hero, prophet, preacher, priest, and even a king of 
ancient Israel.

To the philosopher and educator Cai Yuanpei ^ 7 c i *  (1868-1940), Moses 
was also a philosopher and educator. Like the Chinese myth of Pangu # ¢ ,  
was the first living being and with whom creation began, OT myths like that of 
Creation, which were attributed to Moses, aimed to explain man, nature, life, 
and death. Such myths offered sustenance to philosophy and set limits for man. 
M oses said he received the Ten Commandments on M ount Sinai just as China’s 
ancients talked about Heaven’s mandate when Yu (¾ (the 21st century BCE) 
received the Great Plan with Its Nine Divisions ( '/J (v u A ^f). W ith the Ten 
Commandments, M oses initiated the establishment of Jewish religion, which 
eventually replaced the OT myths. From M oses’ religious doctrines to Jesus’ 
revolution is in fact a philosophical development.12 In terms of education, since 
there was no science in primitive times, Moses with the help of religion 
answered systematically questions about the world and human beings. 
Therefore, Moses was also an educator.33

Like many others, Yuan Ding’an regarded Moses as the founder of Judaism 
and Hebrew culture. Moses brought the Israelites to Mount Sinai, made the 
covenant with them by the order of God, explained theology, issued holy laws, 
made ceremony and propriety, set up the Tabernacle, selected priests, and 
created order among his fellow believers. Moses thus took care of everything: 
religion, ethics, politics, education, and hygiene. M oreover, Moses represented 
cultural progress. He consulted the Code of Hammurabi and other ancient 
conventions, but he went beyond these and made a superior code. For example, 
his idea prohibiting all work on thejSabbath caused people to abandon prevalent 
bad habits of exploitation acquired in Babylon and Egypt.34 The interest in 
M oses’ role of law making was also strong among many other interpreters. 
Indeed, Iaw making, according to typical Chinese thinking, is a basic function 
of the religious and cultural founder. However, the nature of M osaic Law might

32CAI, YUANPEI “Jianm ing zhexue gangyao fftnJJrf'T-^Mäc’’ (A concise outline of 
philosophy), In Gao Pingshu iH j'N ^ , ed., Caiyuanpei quanji M X C lffyX iU  (Complete 
collection of the works by Cai Yuanpei), pp. 46W 462. See the m otif o f the Great Plan 
with Its Nine D ivisions in “The Great Plan,” Zhoushu JnJ-{i(Book o f Zhou), Book 4, 3.
33CAI, YUANPEI “M eiyu dai zongjiao )L H fT > L $C  (Aesthetic education to replace 
religion), first published in 1932, In Gao Pingshu, ed., Caiyuanpei meiyu lunji M pClffjXj 
W i& Sk{C ai Y uanpei’s works on aesthetic education), pp. 274-275.
34 YUAN, D. Youtaijiao gailun, pp. 18 and 26.
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differ in the view of the Chinese interpreters. Liu Tingfang and Yang Yinliu 
considered Mosaic Law as a national constitution.35

Occasionally, Chinese intellectuals interpreted M oses as a prophet. 
However, their meaning of the term “prophet” differed. To Zhu Weizhi A ifilA  
(1905-1999), a Christian scholar of Biblical literature, M oses was a prophet 
because he was a real and great preacher. Zhu highlighted that M oses was the 
first preaching prophet in history and had remarkable literary ta len t.36 Li 
Rongfang introduced Moses as the first prophet God sent to bring laws to Israel 
(Dt. 18:15).37 Moses as a prophet implied to Li that he, unlike Adam and Eve, 
had perfect personal morality (A Ift)  and did not sacrifice the highest good ( S  
t*f) for the secondary good (¾ ¾ -).38 And, as mentioned earlier, the image of 
Moses as a cultural founder and a master-like prophet with concern for society 
and perfect morality naturally made him comparable in the eyes of some to 
Chinese sages like Confucius.39

However, M oses was most often portrayed as a brilliant leader of his 
people, whether in a religious, military, or political sense. As a religious leader, 
in addition to his idea of God already mentioned, Moses was considered unique 
because he was an intermediary between God and the people as portrayed in the 
Book of Numbers. Similar to priests and prophets, intermediaries worked 
between God and men. But whereas a priest worked on behalf of men and a 
prophet on behalf of God, an intermediary was responsible for both sides. 
G od’s laws were delivered to men through Moses, on the one hand; on the 
other, Moses prayed to God for m en’s sake so that God would desist from 
punishing them for their crim es.40 Accordingly, Li Rongfang introduced the 
image of M oses who prayed for his people. Even the story of the Golden Calf 
in Exodus 32 showed not M oses’ anger with Israel but his praying for them.41

35 LIU, T. and YANG, Y. “Huoyan zhong d e jin g ji,” pp. 239-256.
36ZIIU  W EIZIfL J idu jiaoyu  wenxue M A A A A A (Christianity and literature), 1992, 
the original work published in 1940. pp. 188—189. For a detailed discussion of M oses’ 
lite ra ry ta len t,se ep p . 196-197.
37 LI, R. tr., Jiuyue renwu zhi, P- 118.
38 LI, R. “Zuide laiyuan yu xiaoguo ^ lH A '$ i f - J A A ” (The origin and effects o f sin), 
Zhenli yu shengming, VoL lO .No. 1 (March 1936),pp. 12—14.
39 For an exam ple, see Lucius C. Porter ( M Ä Ä ) ,  translator unknown, “Zhongguo de 
jiuyue B B fftlB ift” (C hina 's OT), Zhenli yu shengniing, Vol. 2, Nos. 9 -1 0  (1927), pp. 
241-243.
40ANON “M oxi wei zhongbao i^ - F íA B A ” (M oses as intermediary), Shengjing bao,
Vol. 181, No. 7 (1936), pp. 3^L
41 LI, R. tr., Jiuyue renwu zhi, pp. 15-16.
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Although W estern commentators have claimed that M oses’ role in the 
military encounters, in which Israelites were involved, is very limited,42 Moses 
was portrayed as a strong military leader with foresight, sagacity, and 
diplomatic talents by many Chinese interpreters in the years of nationalism. 
Seeing that most Israelites were still cowardly after he sent some men to explore 
Canaan, Moses decided to keep them in the wilderness longer so that they could 
be better trained for the conquest of Canaan. After another thirty eight years of 
political training and military education, the younger generation was ready. 
When Pharaoh’s army retreated from Canaan, Moses realized that the time had 
come for the Israelites to enter. He defeated the strong Am orites and conquered 
a large area east of the Jo rd an 42

Most discussed the idea that M oses was a great political leader. Some 
intellectuals highlighted M oses’ qualification. Li Rongfang paid special 
attention to M oses’ cooperative and democratic leadership. The story at Mount 
Sinai showed M oses as a man ready to accept advice and be trusting. That 
made M oses a pre-eminently successful leader, trusted by his people; they were 
attached to him and did not protest against him. He managed to unite his people 
by giving them religious faith and ethics. At the very beginning he had learned 
to recruit men of worth and he entrusted them with authority. Numbers 1 1:14, 
17, and 29 presented Moses as a man ready to share his responsibilities with 
others.44 Liu Tingfang and Yang Yinliu believed that because of his earlier 
education, Moses was able to learn wisdom and survival techniques in the 
desert. The many years he spent in the desert also transformed M oses into a 
man of courage, resourcefulness, and strong faith, which were necessary for a 
leader of a large group of urban slaves wandering about in the desert.45

The heroic morality of Moses as a political leader was also highly praised. 
Moses could have voluntarily surrendered to Pharaoh’s mercy after he killed the 
Egyptian. But being a real man, Moses despised that and considered it betrayal 
of him self and his people. Even in exile, Moses was always ready to defend the 
weak without considering personal interests, which was the true quality of a

42 SETERS, John van, “M oses,” In M ircea Eliade, ed., Encyclopedia o fR e lig ions, Vol. 
10, p. 117.
43 YUAN D IN G 'A N , Xibolai de minzu yingxiong moxi ,f/f| 'l X f f i R t M  % f f l B m  
(Moses: the national hero o f th e  Hebrews), pp. 21-23. Liu Tingfang, Yang Yinliu, and 
Zhu W eizhi also portrayed M oses as a military man, while Li Rongfang claim ed that 
M oses initiated the era of military leaders. For details, see Liu and Yang, “Huoyan 
zhong d e jin g ji,” pp. 239—256; Zhu, W. J idu jiaovu  wenxue, p. 238; and Li, tr., Jiuyue 
renwu zhi, pp. 74—75.
44 LI, R. tr., Jiuyue renwu zhi, pp. 11, 13, 17, and pp. 19—20.
45 LIU, T. and YANG, Y. “H uoyan zhong d e jin g ji,” pp. 239—256.
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hero. His experience as a shepherd, which familiarized him with the life of 
nomads and conditions in the wilderness, was formative. The forty years of 
wandering changed M oses from a reckless teenager to a mature leader who kept 
the general goal in sight while accomplishing daily tasks.46

The evangelist Zhao Liutang ^ f5 |li/f likewise emphasized the impact of 
suffering on a heroic leader. Only suffering can help a person cast off his old 
self. All those to whom God assigned important positions grew up in suffering. 
Moses was born into a world of difficulties and hardships.47 Ilaving gone 
through the test of suffering, M oses devoted himself to becoming a leader and 
could not be defeated even by the threat of death. When Moses knew that he 
would soon “be gathered to his people” (Num. 27:13), he did not become 
despondent. Instead, he worked even harder until he finished all his tasks. 
Moses died neither of old age nor of any mistake (Num. 27:14) but because he 
had finished his work. Evcn the motif that Moses saw Canaan with his eyes 
was interpreted as a special favour bestowed by God because M oses could then 
see the fruit of his hard work and feel satisfied.48 Unlike the Reubenites and the 
Gadites, who asked for the land on the eastern bank of Jordan, Moses requested 
to have a look at Canaan across the river. To Zhao, the Reubenites and the 
Gadites cared about only immediate personal interests, while M oses was 
concerned with the long-term interests of his nation. Zhao criticized the many 
leaders of his time who scrambled for power and profit, while seeking ease and 
comfort.44

Jiang Yizhen $ f S i S ,  a Christian scholar and translator of scientific books, 
particularly valued M oses’ patience and perseverance. When M oses saw the 
Israelites worshipping the Golden Calf, he angrily smashed the tablets. 
However, he did not give up, but rather climbed Mount Sinai for the second 
time and finally got the Ten Commandments carved on stones. In contrast to 
Moses, Chinese leaders vacillate now to the left, now to the right. They have no 
insight, are not confident and patient, and do not have fixed aims. As a result, 
they fail in most matters.50

46 YUAN, D. Xibolai de m inzu yingxiong moxi, 9—10.
47ZHAO, L. “M oxi zhi dan sh en g jiq i shaonian J ^ t tZ r t iU l-.iCtffciML" (M oses' birth 
and early years), In Sliengjing bao, No. 177 (1936), p. 24.
48 ZIIAO, L. “M oxi zhi wannian ^ iH W l& W ” (The last years o f M oses), In Shengjing  
bao, No. 183 (1936), pp. 1-7.
49 ZHAO, L. “M oxi zhi wei lingxiu tf^F iW T jzP ttt” (M oses as a leader), In Shengjing  
bao, No. 179 (1936), pp. 6 -15 .
50 JIANG YIZHENG, “Xiandai de lingxiu you ci jianxin ma JM fL ff t^ ttW tffc M fd 1HC 
(Do modern Chinese leaders have so strong a faith?), Zijing, Vol. 7, No. 1 (Septem ber 
1934), pp. 10-17.
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M oses’ role oť servant to his people was also inspiring to Jiang. Although 
Moses was a person, he was able to hear “God’s voice.” G od’s voice, which 
Moses heard on M ount Horeb, was a “human voice” ( A p i ) because it was 
made for the sake of humankind. This is vastly different from the noise in the 
modern world made by those who treated other people like beasts, crushing 
their bones and chewing their flesh. A man like Moses who refused to be 
contaminated by evil influences and consented to serve the common people at 
God’s call is surely able to hear the human voice of God. The problem at the 
present time is not that God keeps silent but that no one hears His voice.51 A 
leader like Moses who heard God’s human voice was prepared to make 
sacrifices for his people. Moses was like M ount Tai that carries a heavy 
burden.52 M oses was also as tolerant as an ocean with room for hundreds of 
rivers. IIe who wants to be a leader and servant of his people must follow 
M oses’ example. He must willingly and gladly be subjected to every kind of 
maltreatment and never lose the love for his people. Otherwise, he is destined 
to abandon Ihe task halfway. Although Moses could not save his own life and 
died in the wilderness, with his death he saved the lives of thousands of his 
people. Moses was like a seed that must die for the new plant to sprout. But he 
was not a born leader and servant of his people. Before M oses determined to 
devote him self to deliver his people, he was a different person. Selfish, 
cowardly, and lazy, he hid like a hermit in the depth of a mountain for forty 
years. Even when God called him in the flaming bush, he was still reluctant and 
afraid to accept G od’s command that he go to save his people. Full of 
suspicion, M oses had no self-confidence and did not believe that his 
compatriots were worth saving. However, after he had realized his error and 
repented, he made a fresh start and was no longer his old self.53

Still, the image of Moses as a leader could be less favourable, as in the short 
story “Xinai shan A  J'j I ll” (Mount Sinai) by Liu Yu A sA  which portrayed 
Moses as a fraud. The short story was adapted from Exodus 19-20, 24, 32, and 
34. It deals with Moses and Joshua’s actions at M ount Sinai, but does not 
include the presence of God. As a political leader, M oses was fairly successful

sl JIANG, Yizheng “Rensheng A m ” (Human voice), In Zhenli yu shengming, Vol. 7, 
No. 2 (November 1932), pp. 58-59.
12 M ount Tai was thought to carry a burden probably because o f a quotation from Sima 
Qian nj A  f£  (ca. 145—90 BCE), “Though death befalls all men alike, it may be 

weightier than M ount Tai, or lighter than a feather” (A [4 | J d — ¥ t,  A $ T 'A t b ,  A jA T ' 
^ ¾ ) .  See Sima Qian, “Bao ren’an shu f tH i  A A ” (A letter to Ren An), In Ban Gu ijT. 
|t'i| (32—92), “Sim aqian zhuan Bj Q iT {Ij ” (Sima Q ian’s biography), Hanshu  (A 
historical account o f th e  IIan dynasty), 1962.
53 JIANG, Yizheng “Xiandai de lingxiu you c ijianx in  ma," In Zijing, pp. 10-17.
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by using fraudulent tricks. He called upon the Israelites in the guise of God, 
invented the myth of Canaan to strengthen their resolve to leave Egypt, made 
laws in G od’s name to restrain them, and forbade them to go up to M ount Sinai 
so that nobody would expose his lies. However, Moses was a nai've idealist 
who lacked sober-mindedness, political experience, and iron-handedness. In 
contrast, Joshua as M oses right-hand man was imbued with the very qualities 
Moses lacked. By following Joshua’s advice, Moses suppressed the traitors led 
by the ambitious Aaron and headed off the political crisis by destroying their 
idol, smashing the two imperfect tablets, and killing the traitors. M oses and 
Joshua added two new commandments and carved them as the first two on the 
new tablets: “You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for 
yourself an idol.” By using these high-handed measures, M oses made the 
Israelites believe in him.

In this short story, Liu Yu created a human and not a superhuman image of 
Moses. Moses received a lively characterization through details of conversation, 
behaviour, and psychological traits. He felt relaxed, delighted, and proud when 
he was about to finish carving the first two tablets. IIe was puzzled and 
hesitated to believe Joshua who questioned the loyalty of Israel at the foot of 
Mount Sinai. IIe was upset when Joshua reminded him of the Israelites’ 
servility. He first felt stunned, then angry, and finally sad and dejected when he 
was informed of A aron’s betrayal. He deeply worried when Joshua convinced 
him that the elders might have seen through the fraud about Mount Sinai. He 
could not bear to see the worshipers of the Golden Calf killed and questioned 
the validity of violent suppression. But his cheerfulness was boundless when he 
succeeded by violent means.54

In Liu Y u’s rewriting, in spite of the image of a nai've idealist, Iack of 
sober-mindedness and political experience, Moses was a firm patriotic leader. 
As Liu Tingfang and Yang Yinliu had argued, despite education and life in the 
Pharaoh’s palace, Moses retained his Hebrew identity because of his patriotic 
passion. It was the same kind of patriotism that united Israel in the Diaspora.55 
However, as many Chinese intellectuals understood, patriotic passion was not

54 LIU, Yu, “Xinai shan,” In Xiandai M f t  (Les Contem porains), Vol. 3, No. 5 
(Septem ber 1933), pp. 632—638.
55 LIU, T. and YANG, Y. “Huoyan zhong de jing ji,"  pp. 239—256. For other 
interpretations o f M oses as a patriot, see Marie Adams (¾¾¾¾), Pan Yumei $fr.'Ji#5, 
tr., Liu Tingfang, ed., “Renshi shengjing de jizhong fangfa tA iU S Y ž ff j /L í t jO Y í” 
(Some ways to know the Bible), In Zijing, Vol. 7. No. 2 (Decem ber 1934), pp. 277— 
278; and Zhu, Jidujiao yu wenxue, pp. 113, 171 — 172, and pp. 196—197, to name only 
two.
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enough. China was in urgent need of a national hero or a revolutionary like 
Moses who would take action and bring his people to act.56

For many of these intellectuals, Moses exemplified nationalism. One 
problem that preoccupied Chinese intellectuals was how to save their country 
from foreign aggression. For the majority, especially the youth, their credos 
covered a wide range, but nationalism was the common denominator. They 
were attracted to an intermediate array of Chinese and W estern heroes who 
shared little if anything in common but their success in uniting their nation or 
defending it against foreign invasions.57 The nationalist image of M oses was 
thus employed as common currency and appealed to a broad, emotionally 
volatile public. Well committed to nationalism in the 1930s, Yuan Ding’an, 
though a Christian, believed that it was neither God nor the people but Moses 
who moved history forward. Once out of Egypt, M oses could not find a 
destination for his people, hence the forty years of their wandering. During this 
time Moses managed to alleviate the people’s suffering, dispel their complaints, 
tap their intellectual resources, and develop their talents so that they became 
increasingly civilized and finally reached Canaan. Because of those efforts, 
Moses was even greater than Confucius and Socrates. He was not only a 
cultural founder but also a national hero. Moses to Jewish liberation was 
similar to Cromwell to British democracy and W ashington to American 
independence.

Yuan claimed that Moses led a movement of national liberation and did 
everything due to nationalist ambition. He received a nationalist education in 
childhood and was aware of the fate of his people. The Egyptian national 
revolution, which brought about the establishment of the Eighteenth Dynasty, 
aroused M oses’ ambition to be a national hero. Seeing the misery of the 
Israelites with his own eyes, Moses considered it shameful to seek a good life 
while his compatriots werc suffering. IIe carried out careful investigations to 
prepare for future national liberation. With hopes to arouse his people and plot 
revolution, M oses tried to instill a nationalist spirit in his people. After he was 
betrayed, Moses fled into exile and waited for an opportunity to resume.

Following the Pharaoh’s death, he, though becoming old and infirm, 
thought the time was ripe for action and returned to Egypt to lead the movement 
of national liberation. Moses engaged in peace talks with the new Pharaoh in 
order to win freedom and equality for his people to establish a country of their 
own with equal international rights. With unrelenting diplomatic efforts as well 
as the help of unprecedented natural disasters that occurred in Egypt, Moses

56 ZIIAO, L. “Moxi zhi danshengjiq i shaonian,” 23. ZIIU, W. called M oses the earliest 
na tio n alrev o lu tio n ary in th ew o rld . Z H U ,W . J idu jiaoyuw enxue , pp. 196-197.
57 For examples, see John Israel, StudentNationaIism  in China: 1927-1937 , p. 180.
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conveyed to most Egyptians that it was useless and even dangerous to detain the 
Israelites. At last, Moses considered the time ripe for further action and plotted 
the exodus.

Aware of strong hostile tribes ahead and his people’s Iow combat 
effectiveness, Moses made a detour in the wilderness with which he was 
familiar and during which he had time to train the Israelites. Since they were 
docile and accepted their fate, M oses’ paramount concern was to build up their 
self-esteem and cultivate their national consciousness. To construct a culture 
for national education, Moses introduced the ideas of Canaan, Jehovah, and 
chosen people, thus distinguishing their religion from the polytheism of other 
nations.58

Religion was interrelated with national consciousness. M oses’ keen 
religiosity together with the inspiration of Jethro’s pantheistic religion prepared 
Moses for his return to Egypt to bring about national liberation through 
missionary work. He realized that the confidence of his people in him would 
not be strengthened unless they believed that he was entrusted with a mission by 
God. For that reason, Moses announced that God had seen and heard the 
suffering of the Israelites and would punish the Egyptians for their cruelty. He 
was sent by God to deliver and teach the Israelites. Both the Israelites and 
Pharaoh should obey his heavenly mission. As a result, Israel was granted the 
unparalleled status in the world of becoming the chosen people of God. 
Judaism in Y uan’s view was a kind of nationalism.

However, in spite of his commitment to nationalism, Yuan as a Christian 
evangelist was certainly not advocating the nationalism of Judaism at the price 
of the universalism of his faith in Jesus. Accordingly, an ideal image of Moses 
should be universalist rather than nationalist. To explain that decline and 
reconcile the conflict in the two possible images of Moses, Yuan wrote that 
M oses’ ultimate goal of establishing Judaism was to extend it to the whole 
world in the interest of all humankind; unfortunately, that responsibility has 
been ignored by Jews and was undertaken by Christians instead. For that 
reason, Yuan claimed that Judaism pursued nationalism, whereas Christianity 
advocated universalism. In other words, Christianity is superior to Judaism and 
is the completion o fM o ses’ goal."9

The question Chinese readers are inclined to ask is: why did all these 
Chinese intellectuals resort to Moses instead of speaking to the Chinese 
audience about Jesus, as was expected from the Christian intellectuals in 
particular? The answer is, compared with Jesus, M oses is a lively and more

58 YUAN, D. Xibolai de minzu yingxiong moxi (Moses: the national hero of the 
Hebrews), pp. 1, 8 -1 0 , 12—17, and 24-25 .
9 YUAN, D. Youtaijiao gailun  (Introduction to Judaism), pp. 18—20 and 26.
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acceptable image to Chinese readers who Iack the traditional faith in 
transcendental beings. Moses was born an ordinary human being, with both 
character weaknesses and physical defects. Moses, Iike many of us, was 
humble. He had a temperament similar to ours. He was not even a genius and 
he needed many years of education. He also learned lessons from his own 
failures and suffering before he became successful. M oses was at once 
impetuous, timid, shallow, unreliable, had no confidence in himself, arrogant, 
and impatient. He made mistakes and even tried to disobey God, which made 
God angry and sad. He was helped not only by God but also by his parents, 
brother and sister. It was such a man who became great, a hero, and a saviour 
of his people.60

Not surprisingly, those who did not believe in national heroes might argue 
the opposite. Lu Xun who translated Lunz’s novelette “Zai shamo shang” (In 
the desert) avoided portraying an optimistic heroic protagonist. That avoidance 
reveals Lu X un’s as well as Lunz’s uncertainty about the positive role of 
revolution and the revolutionary hero or leader in the history of human 
civilization. But no matter what kind of leader Moses was and what role he 
played in the eyes of Chinese intellectuals in the 1930s, M oses undoubtedly 
proved to be a most interesting and stimulating prototype in their arguments. In 
the light o fa  different agenda, Moses could also be interpreted as a statist ( 0 ¾  
5HSLxy() with a narrow-minded idea of God as shown in Exodus 9:15, and a
leader whose religion originated in cruel wars.61 A statist here is one who
advocates complete sovereignty.

Although it is understandable that Moses was attractive to Chinese
intellectuals, W estern theology does not always interpret M oses as a leader or 
hero of crucial importance. In the OT, the themc of Israel’s oppression is often 
mentioned elsewhere as the condition of the people from which God redeemed 
them, often without any reference to Moses. M oses’ initial attempt at
deliverance (Ex. 2:11-15), whereby he kills an Egyptian for beating a Hebrew, 
is anti-heroic because it leads only to his flight. This prepares the way for the 
biblical author to present Moses as a most un-heroic leader, totally dependent 
on the divine word for each action he takes.62 However, as shown by the many 
discussions, Moses as a historical product was important to modern Chinese 
intellectuals not because his meaning was fixed or stable or limited to Biblical 
times, but because, as cultural metaphor of the past of Israel, its significance 
and potential of application to the Chinese context is generated from a delicate 
dialectic of ambiguity and invention.

60 ZHAO, L. M oxi zhi mengzhao  (M oses’ being called), pp. 1-8.
61 LI, R. tr., Jiuyue renwu zhi, p. 9.
62 Van SETERS, J. "M oses," pp. 116-117.
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